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Dear Counsel:

Plaintiffs, shareholders of TriQuint CNVRLXWM^L]X[' =WL( %fD[RA^RW]g&,

moved to expedite their claims ]QJ] D[RA^RW]i\ KXJ[M breached its fiduciary duties

by agreeing to a stock merger `R]Q B9 >RL[X 7N_RLN\' =WL( %fB9>7g&.

CYNLRORLJUUb' @UJRW]ROO\ LXW]NWM ]QJ] D[RA^RW]i\ eight-member board failed to obtain

adequate consideration for shareholders, engaged in defensive tactics to thwart an

JL]R_R\] RW_N\]X[i\ ]Q[NJt to replace the board, agreed to preclusive deal provisions,
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and failed to provide all material information in advance of the shareholder vote.1

TriQuint and RFMD have agreed to a so-called merger of equals, in which the

shares of each company will be exchanged for shares of newly-formed Rocky

<XUMRWP' =WL( %fBXLTb <XUMRWPg&' `R]Q the shareholders of each company set to

own 50% of the new entity.2 Neither TriQuint nor RFMD has yet scheduled a

special meeting to seek shareholder approval.

* * * * *

Some brief background is necessary. Before agreeing to the merger,

TriQuint had been contemplating a possible combination with RFMD for almost

five years.3 More recently, in February 2013, RFMD proposed to acquire TriQuint

in an all-\]XLT ][JW\JL]RXW( D[RA^RW]i\ KXJ[M MN]N[VRWNM that RFM7i\ XOON[ `J\

inadequate in April 2013. Two months later, Company B submitted an unsolicited

1 FN[RORNM 6XW\XURMJ]NM 4V( 6UJ\\ 4L]RXW 6XVYU( %f6XVYU(g& d¶ 100-09. Plaintiffs also assert
LUJRV\ XO JRMRWP JWM JKN]]RWP ]QN KXJ[Mi\ K[NJLQN\ XO M^]b JPJRW\] various parties. Id. ¶¶ 110-13.
2 TriQuRW]i\ LXVVXW \]XLT `RUU KN LXW_N[]NM RW]X ]QN [RPQ] ]X [NLNR_N )(-*10 \QJ[N\ XO BXLTb
<XUMRWP LXVVXW3 B9>7i\ LXVVXW \]XLT `RUU KN LXW_N[]NM RW]X ]QN [RPQ] ]X [NLNR_N )(+. \QJ[N\
of Rocky Holding common. The proposed structure represents an implied price of $9.73 for
each TriQuint share, and a 5.4% premium based on the closing price of $9.23 per share on
February 21, 2014, the last trading day before the merger agreement was signed. Id. ¶ 3.
3 Id. ¶ 53. The following account is drawn from the Complaint. Id. ¶¶ 55-78.
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cash offer to acquire TriQuint for $8.25 per share; D[RA^RW]i\ KXJ[M again decided

not to pursue a sale at that time.

In August 2013, TriQuint and RFMD began new discussions on a possible

merger of equals. Soon ]QN[NJO]N[' D[RA^RW]i\ KXJ[M J^]QX[RcNM ;XUMVJW CJLQ\, its

financial advisor, to contact Company B and assess its interest in a business

combination. By November 2013, TriQuint received a term sheet from RFMD and

an indication of interest from Company B to acquire TriQuint for $10.00 per share

through a 50% cash and 50% stock transaction. In December, in the midst of

considering these proposals, the TriQuint board received a letter from one of its

shareholders, Starboard Value %fC]J[KXJ[Mg&' proposing a new slate of six director

nominees for the cXVYJWbi\ 2014 annual meeting.

On December 13, 2013, the TriQuint board decided it would not accept

B9>7i\ XOON[ because of concerns regarding potential market reaction to both

LXVYJWRN\i WNJ[ ]N[V ORWJWLRJU [N\^U]\( D[RA^RW]i\ KXJ[M \X^PQ] ]X RVY[X_N

6XVYJWb 5i\ Y[XYX\JU JWM was informed by Goldman Sachs, on December 15,

that Company B had increased its 50% cash and 50% stock offer to $10.10 per
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share( ?W 7NLNVKN[ *0' +)*,' D[RA^RW]i\ KXJ[M MNLRMNM WX] ]X Y^[\^N NR]QN[

transaction.

Meanwhile, Starboard met with RFMD at the end of January 2014 to pitch

the merits of a merger with TriQuint. RFMD soon notified TriQuint, which

[N\^U]NM RW D[RA^RW]i\ 68? LXW]JL]RWP 6XVYJWb 5i\ 68? JWM \LQNM^URWP J

meeting with another possible acquirer, Company C. TriQuint also requested

Goldman Sachs to reNWPJPN `R]Q B9>7i\ ORWJWLRJU JM_R\X[ regarding a possible

transaction. For unclear reasons, Company B withdrew from the process on

February 18, 2014. That same day, D[RA^RW]i\ KXJ[M MNLRMNM ]X pursue a

transaction with RFMD. The sale process culminated on February 22, 2014, when,

after receiving a fairness opinion from Goldman Sachs, D[RA^RW]i\ KXJ[M JYY[X_NM

the merger with RFMD.

During the briefing of this motion, TriQuint filed an amended proxy

\]J]NVNW] MR\LUX\RWP RWOX[VJ]RXW ^WMN[UbRWP \N_N[JU XO @UJRW]ROO\i MR\LUX\^[N

claims. Plaintiffs do not dispute that those issues have been resolved, although the

parties may disagree about whether there was any causal connection between the

initial claims and the supplemental disclosures. Accordingly, the Court considers
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@UJRW]ROO\i [NVJRWRWP LUJRV\ [NUJ]NM ]X ]QN VN[PN[ Y[XLN\\' LN[]JRW MNJU Y[X]NL]RXW

devices in the merger agreement, and the remaining disclosure issues.

* * * * *

Plaintiffs bear the burden of showing good cause for expedited proceedings.4

The standard for a motion to expedite is familiar: the Court must determine

fwhether in the circumstances the plaintiff has articulated a sufficiently colorable

claim and shown a sufficient possibility of a threatened irreparable injury, as would

justify imposing on the defendants and the public the extra (and sometimes

substantial) costs of an expedited preliminary injunction proceeding.g5

A. The Process Claims

Plaintiffs primarily contend that D[RA^RW]i\ KXJ[M members, in response to

C]J[KXJ[Mi\ UN]]N[' ]XXT MNONW\R_N JL]RXWs to retain their lucrative positions by fast-

tracking the negotiations with RFMD to preserve the seats of five of eight TriQuint

directors in the post-merger entity. They assert ]QJ] D[RA^RW]i\ KXJ[M \]J_NM XOO J

cash offer from another bidder, Company B, and favored RFMDeand the

4 See Greenfield v. Caporella, 1986 WL 13977, at *2 (Del. Ch. Dec. 3, 1986).
5 Police & Fire Ret. Sys. of City of Detroit v. Bernal, 2009 WL 1873144, at *1 (Del. Ch. June 26,
2009) (citation omitted).
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possibility of post-merger directorshipsein the process. Plaintiffs denigrate this

conduct as improper entrenchment under Unocal Corp. v. Mesa Petroleum Co.6

@UJRW]ROO\i JUUNPJ]RXW\ MX WX] PR_N [R\N ]X J LXUX[JKUN LUJRV ^WMN[ ]QR\ ]QNX[b

of liability. First, this theory is belied Kb @UJRW]ROO\i X`W JUUNPJ]RXW\( =W X[MN[ ]X

entrench itself from a potential proxy contest by Starboard, the TriQuint board

purportedly agreed to merge with RFMDea company with which it had been

considering a transaction for quite some timeein a deal that Starboard supported.

These facts do not support a colorable claim because Plaintiffs have not articulated,

even for purposes of a motion to expedite, how the stock merger with RFMDe

pursuant to which Starboard will presumably become a shareholder of the

combined company, Rocky Holdingeentrenches the TriQuint board from a

subsequent proxy contest.

6 493 A.2d 946 (Del. 1985).
@UJRW]ROO\i \^KVR\\RXW\ ]X ]QN 6X^[] LX^UM J[P^JKUb KN [NJM ]X \^PPN\] ]QJ] ]QN D[RA^RW]

KXJ[Mi\ JP[NNRWP ]X ]QN \]XLT VN[PN[ `R]Q B9>7 RVYURLJ]NM Revlon, Inc. v. MacAndrews &
Forbes Holdings, Inc., 506 A.2d 173 (Del. 1986), and the enhanced standard of review in which
]QN 6X^[] NaJVRWN\ ]QN [NJ\XWJKUNWN\\ XO ]QN MR[NL]X[\i LXWM^L] RW VJaRVRcRWP ]QN LX[YX[J]RXWi\
value. However, this stock-for-stock transaction in which ownership of the corporation will
[NVJRW fRn a large, fluid, changeable and changing marketg R\ X^]\RMN ]QN KX^WM\ XO Revlon. See
&B?@=5 F% 0@4KH 7@B 03F% '3?4@BA$ *?4%, 650 A.2d 1270, 1290 (Del. 1994) (citing Paramount
CommcKns Inc. v. QVC Network Inc., 637 A.2d 34, 47 (Del. 1994)).
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Second, Plaintiffs have not alleged a colorable claim that the TriQuint

directors were sufficiently interested in continuing as directors that they could not

impartially consider the merits of the RFMD merger. fIn most circumstances

Delaware law routinely rejNL]\ ]QN WX]RXW ]QJ] J MR[NL]X[is interest in maintaining

his office, by itself, is a debilitating factor.g7 CRVRUJ[Ub' fthe mere fact that the

directors receive fees for their service is not enough to establish an entrenchment

VX]R_N(g8 To state a claim that otherwise independent and disinterested directors

acted disloyally by agreeing to a transaction' fa plaintiff must allege facts as to the

interest and lack of independence of the individual members XO ]QJ] KXJ[M'g9

including the materiality of that interest to the directors.10 Plaintiffs have not

demonstrated that remaining a directoreespecially where three of the eight

7 Solomon v. Armstrong, 747 A.2d 1098, 1126 (Del. Ch. 1999), 377K5, 746 A.2d 277 (Del. 2000)
(Table).
8 Kahn v. MSB Bancorp, Inc., 1998 WL 409355, at *3 (Del. Ch. July 16, 1998), 377K5, 734 A.2d
158 (Del. 1999).
9 Orman v. Cullman, 794 A.2d 5, 22 (Del. Ch. 2002) (emphasis in original).
10

*? B6 -B493B5 )?D6BC%$ *?4% 0K9@=56B +;D;8%, 88 A.3d 1, 25 (Del. Ch. 2014).
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TriQuint directors will not be on the board of the combined entity11ewas material

to the TriQuint board, even to support a colorable claim of entrenchment.

Third' @UJRW]ROO\i contention ]QJ] D[RA^RW]i\ KXJ[M f\]J_NM XOOg 6XVYJWb 5

is also undermined by their allegations. Plaintiffs pled ]QJ] D[RA^RW]i\ 68?

reinitiated contact with Company B in February 2014 and that it was Company B

which withdrew from the sale process.12 It is not colorable, based on these

JUUNPJ]RXW\' ]QJ] ]QN D[RA^RW] KXJ[M QJM JWb RWOU^NWLN XW 6XVYJWb 5i\ MNLR\RXW ]X

withdraw.

In summary, @UJRW]ROO\i Y[XLN\\ JUUNPJ]RXW\' _RN`NM \NYJ[J]NUb X[

collectively, do not give rise to a colorable claim of entrenchment that may warrant

NWQJWLNM \L[^]RWb Kb ]QN 6X^[] XO ]QN D[RA^RW] KXJ[Mi\ JL]RXW\( 9^[]QN[' ^WMN[ ]QN

resulting business judgment standard of review, it is not colorable that the merger

with RFMD was irrational. Thus, these allegations do not justify expediting this

action.

11 See Krim v. ProNet, Inc.' 0-- 4(+M .+,' .+1 W(*/ %7NU( 6Q( *222& %fHDIQJ] \N_N[JU MR[NL]X[\
would retain board membership in the merged entity does not, standing alone, create a conflict of
RW]N[N\](g&(
12 Compl. ¶ 28.
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B. The Deal Protection Devices

Plaintiffs also contend that enhanced scrutiny should apply because the

merger agreement contains certain deal protection devices, including a no

solicitation provision, matching rights for RFMD, and a termination fee of $66.7

million (representing approximately 2.8% of the $2.385 billion preliminary

purchase price).13 When evaluating the reasonableness of deal protection measures

under Unocal, this Court engages in J fW^JWLNM' OJL]-RW]NW\R_N RWZ^R[bg14 and will

LXW\RMN[ f]QN Y[NLU^\R_N X[ LXN[LR_N YX`N[ XO JUU MNJU Y[X]NL]RXW\ RWLU^MNM RW J

][JW\JL]RXW' ]JTNW J\ J `QXUN(g15 For purposes of a motion to expedite, Plaintiffs

V^\] J[]RL^UJ]N J \^OORLRNW]Ub LXUX[JKUN LUJRV ]QJ] J fgiven set of deal protections

operate[s] in an unreasonable, preclusive, or coercive manner(g16

The individual contract provisions that Plaintiffs challenge are not

uncommon. This Court has recently declined to enjoin transactions because of

13 D[RA^RW] 7NO\(i 5[( RW ?YYiW ]X @U\(i >X]( OX[ 8aYNMR]NM @[XLNNMRWP\ %7NO\(i 5[(&' 8a( + J] -0(
14

*? B6 1@HC I/J 2C$ *?4% 0K9@=56B +;D;8%, 877 A.2d 975, 1015 (Del. Ch. 2005).
15 Louisiana Mun. Polic6 )>A=@H66CK /6D% 0HC% F% (B3G7@B5, 918 A.2d 1172, 1181 n.10 (Del. Ch.
2007).
16 Cf. id. (analyzing various deal protection devices in the preliminary injunction context).
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their existence, even in combination with other deal protection devices.17 This

Y[NURVRWJ[b RWS^WL]RXW LJ\N UJ` R\ WX] MR\YX\R]R_N XO ]QN 6X^[]i\ JWJUb\R\ QN[N

because a given set of deal protection devices must be analyzed under the facts and

circumstances alleged in the case at hand,18 but it is nonetheless instructive.

Plaintiffs have not sufficiently articulated how these familiar and generally

permissible merger agreement provisions, individually or in tandem, operate in a

colorably unreasonable, preclusive, or coercive manner. Plaintiffsi JUUNPJ]RXW\

regarding the contract provisions of the merger agreement do not support an

expedited proceeding.

17 See, e.g., *? B6 ';@(=;?;43$ *?4% 0K9@=56B +;D;8%, 2013 WL 673736, at *2-4 (Del. Ch. Feb. 25,
2013) (declining to enjoin a transaction where the operative agreement included a no-shop
clause, a top-up feature, matching rights, a termination fee, a poison pill feature, and a standstill
agreement); C66 3=C@ *? B6 -B49;5 (6==>3B< *?4% 0K9@=der Litig., 2011 Wl 1938253, at *6-8 (Del.
Ch. May 12, 2011).
18

066 *? B6 1@HC I/J 2C$ *?4%' 100 4(+M J] *)*/ %fDQJ] [NJ\XWJKUNWN\\ RWZ^R[b HXO MNJU
protection devices] does not presume that all business circumstances are identical or that there is
any naturally occurring rate of deal protection, the deficit or excess of which will be less than
economically optimal. Instead, that inquiry examines whether the board granting the deal
Y[X]NL]RXW\ QJM J [NJ\XWJKUN KJ\R\ ]X JLLNMN ]X ]QN X]QN[ \RMNi\ MNVJWM for them in negotiations.
In that inquiry, the court must attempt, as far as possible, to view the question from the
perspective of the directors themselves, taking into account the real world risks and prospects
confronting them when they agreed to the dNJU Y[X]NL]RXW\(g&(
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C. The Disclosure Claims

Plaintiffs also assert a series of disclosure claims that can be grouped into

four general categories: %R& D[RA^RW]i\ financial projections3 %RR& ;XUMVJW CJLQ\is

financial analysis; (iii) alleged conflicts of interest; and (iv) the sale process.

fH7Iirectors of Delaware corporations are under a fiduciary duty to disclose fully

and fairly all material inforVJ]RXW `R]QRW ]QN KXJ[Mis control when it seeks

\QJ[NQXUMN[ JL]RXW(g19 Such information is material when there is a substantial

likelihood a reasonable shareholder would regard it as having significantly altered

]QN f]X]JU VRag XO RWOX[VJ]RXW J_JRUJKUN(20 Thus, the inquiry here is whether it is

sufficiently colorable that the alleged misstatements or omissions are material

RWOX[VJ]RXW `R]QRW ]QN D[RA^RW] KXJ[Mi\ LXW][XU(

1. TriQuintis Financial Projections

Plaintiffs argue that the quantified effects of certain non-routine transactions

and certain acquisition and restructuring charges are material information that

\QX^UM QJ_N KNNW MR\LUX\NM RW ]QN \^VVJ[b XO D[RA^RW]i\ Y[XSNL]RXWs in its proxy

19
&B?@=5 F% 0@4KH 7@B 03F% '3?4@BA$ *?4%, 650 A.2d 1270, 1277 (Del. 1994).

20 See id. (emphasis omitted).
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materials. Plaintiffs, in effect, seek additional details that are not just granular, but

border on minutiae. It is not colorable that this additional information would be

material because, by its very terms, it is non-routine. In addition, it is not colorable

that this non-routine information is necessary to make the financial projections

non-misleading.21

For similar reasons, Plaintiffs have not stated a colorable claim that the

TriQuint directors must disclose whether the projections contemplate spin-offs or

MR_N\]R]^[N\( EWMN[ 7NUJ`J[N UJ`' fH\IYNL^UJ]RXW R\ Wot an appropriate subject for

J Y[Xab MR\LUX\^[N(g22 Plaintiffs have not demonstrated, even under the minimal

colorable claim standard, that this type of speculative information is currently

`R]QRW ]QN D[RA^RW] KXJ[Mi\ LXW][XU' UN] JUXWN VJ]N[RJU(

2. GolMVJW CJLQ\i\ 9RWJWLRJU 4WJUb\R\

According to Plaintiffs, the proxy statement fails to disclose certain material

analyse\ LXWM^L]NM Kb ;XUMVJW CJLQ\' D[RA^RW]i\ ORWJWLRJU JM_R\X[( GQNW J

board of directors relies upon a financial advisor in justifying to shareholders the

21 See, e.g., Maric Capital Master Fund, Ltd. v. Plato Learning, Inc., 11 A.3d 1175, 1178 (Del.
Ch. 2010).
22 Loudon v. Archer-Daniels-Midland Co., 700 A.2d 135, 145 (Del. 1997).
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VN[R]\ XO J Y[XYX\NM ][JW\JL]RXW' ]QN KXJ[M V^\] MR\LUX\N fJ OJR[ \^VVJ[b XO ]QN

substantive work performed by the investment bankers upon whose advice the

[NLXVVNWMJ]RXW\ XO ]QNR[ KXJ[M J\ ]X QX` ]X _X]N ( ( ( [NUb(g23 In other words,

f`QNW J KJWTN[i\ NWMX[\NVNW] XO ]QN OJR[WN\\ XO J ][JW\JL]RXW R\ ]X^]NM ]X

shareholders, the valuation methods used to arrive at that opinion as well as the key

inputs and range of ultimate values generated by those analyses must also be fairly

MR\LUX\NM(g24

The Court cannot conclude that it is colorable that a fair summary of

;XUMVJW CJLQ\i\ ORWJWLRJU JWJUb\R\ `J\ WX] MR\LUX\NM RW ]QN Y[Xab VJ]N[RJU\( DQN

desired value uplift range was provided in the Value Uplift section of the proxy,

relative equity contribution ratios were disclosed, and the implied per share value

uplift ranges for the fiscal years 2015-17 were disclosed. Again, Plaintiffs seek

more information, such as the basis for using certain earnings per share multiples,

more information in the Selected Companies Analysis, and the assumptions behind

the cost of equity for TriQuint and the post-merger company, Rocky Holding. It is

23
*? B6 .EB6 /6C%$ *?4%$ 0Kholders Litig., 808 A.2d 421, 449 (Del. Ch. 2002).

24 In re Netsmart Techs.$ *?4% 0K9@=56BC +;D;8%, 924 A.2d 171, 203-04 (Del. Ch. 2007).
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not colorable that this information, although certain TriQuint shareholders may not

mind having to parse through an even longer proxy statement, was within the

D[RA^RW] KXJ[Mi\ LXW][XU X[ VJ]N[RJU ]X a reasonable TriQuint shareholder.25 This

LUJRV NYR]XVRcN\ ]QN fURVR]UN\\ XYYX[]^WR]RN\ OX[ MR\JP[NNVNW] XW ]QN JYY[XY[RJ]N

valuation methodologies to employ, as well as the appropriate inputs to deploy

`R]QRW ]QX\N VN]QXMXUXPRN\(g26 Plaintiffs have plainly not stated a colorable claim.

3. Alleged Conflicts of Interest

Next, Plaintiffs allege additional disclosure violations regarding potential

management and financial advisor conflicts of interest. As to the first category, the

D[RA^RW] KXJ[Mi\ \^YYUNVNW]JU Y[Xab MR\LUX\^[N\ RWLU^MNM JMMR]RXWJU RWOX[VJ]RXW

on this point, such as noting the conversations between the CEOs of TriQuint and

RFMD regarding management retention and board composition. It is not colorable

that additional information beyond this and related supplemental disclosures would

alter the total mix of information available to TriQuint shareholders in considering

25 Counsel for the TriQuint board represented to the Court that Goldman Sachs did not calculate,
and thus did not present to the TriQuint board, a range of prices per share using a discounted-
cash flow approach because the proposed transaction is a stock-for-stock merger. See Letter
from Peter J. Walsh, Esquire (June 10, 2014). @UJRW]ROO\i \^\YRLRXW\ ]X ]QN LXW][J[b MX WX]
LQJWPN ]QN 6X^[]i\ LXWLU^\RXW( See Letter of Brian D. Long, Esquire (June 11, 2014).
26 In re 3Com 0K9@=56BC Litig., 2009 WL 5173804, at *6 (Del. Ch. Dec. 18, 2009).
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the merits of the proposed merger. That is, it is not colorable that the additional

information sought by Plaintiffs here is material.

As to the second category, Plaintiffs seek further information regarding the

YX\\RKUN LXW]RWPNWLb XO ;XUMVJW CJLQ\i\ $+, VRUURXW ONN JWM ]QN D[RA^RW] KXJ[Mi\

discretion to pay Goldman Sachs an additional $3 million.27 The proxy statement

notes:

Pursuant to the terms of the engagement letter, TriQuint has agreed to
pay Goldman Sachs a transaction fee of approximately $23 million
YU^\ JW JMMR]RXWJU JVX^W] RW D[RA^RW]i\ \XUN MR\L[N]RXW XO ^Y ]X
approximately $3 million, all of which is payable upon completion of
the mergers.28

The only reasonable reading of this sentence is that, were the merger with RFMD

not to close, then Goldman Sachs would not receive any portion of the $23 million

fee. Consequently, the $23 million mandatory fee appears to be fully contingent.

@UJRW]ROO\i allegations do not support a colorable claim to the contrary. The

additional $3 million discretionary fee is less than 15% of the $23 million fee

payable to Goldman Sachs upon closing of the merger. Given the disclosed fee

27 As with the alleged management conflict disclosure violations, the TriQuint board disclosed
JMMR]RXWJU RWOX[VJ]RXW ^WMN[UbRWP @UJRW]ROO\i ORWJWLRJU JM_R\X[ LXWOURL] MR\LUX\^[N LUJRV\ RW ]QN
supplemental proxy materials.
28 7NO\(i 5[(' 8a( + J] 20(
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and this easy-to-calculate ratio, it is not colorable that additional information

regarding the $3 million would be material to TriQuint stockholders.

4. The Sale Process

Finally, Plaintiffs contend the TriQuint board failed to disclose material

information about its efforts to sell the company. The allegation advanced most

\][XWPUb Kb @UJRW]ROO\ [NUJ]N\ ]X ]QN _JU^N ]QN KXJ[M J]][RK^]NM ]X ]QN LXVYJWbi\

RWO[J\][^L]^[N JWM MNONW\N K^\RWN\\ RW NJ[Ub +)*, `QNW R] LXWLU^MNM ]QJ] B9>7i\

acquisition proposal was inadequate. This information is not colorably material.29

The failure to disclose the _JU^N J\L[RKNM ]X J MR_R\RXW XO D[RA^RW]i\ K^\RWN\\ J]

XWN YXRW] M^[RWP J bNJ[\i UXWP sale process cannot be said to state a colorable claim

that this information would alter the total mix regarding the negotiations between

TriQuint and RFMD. The other sale process allegations, to the extent the

underlying RWOX[VJ]RXW `J\ WX] MR\LUX\NM RW D[RA^RW]i\ \^YYUNVNW]JU Y[Xab' J[N

likewise not colorable disclosure claims.

29 See, e.g., Van de Walle v. Unimation, Inc., 1991 WL 29303, at *15 (Del. Ch. Mar. 7, 1991)
%fGQN[N' J\ QN[N' hJ[Vi\-length negotiation has resulted in an agreement which fully expresses
the terms essential to an understanding by shareholders of the impact of the merger, it is not
WNLN\\J[b ]X MN\L[RKN JUU ]QN KNWM\ JWM ]^[W\ RW ]QN [XJM `QRLQ UNM ]X ]QJ] [N\^U](ig&(
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* * * * *

For the reasons set forth above, Plaintiffs have failed to allege a colorable

LUJRV ]QJ] D[RA^RW]i\ MR[NL]X[\ QJ_N K[NJLQNM ]QNRr fiduciary duties to warrant

expediting these proceedings.30 Therefore, @UJRW]ROO\i VX]RXW R\ MNWRNM(

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Very truly yours,

/s/ John W. Noble

JWN/cap
cc: Ryan M. Ernst, Esquire

Blake A. Bennett, Esquire
Register in Chancery-K

30 Without a colorable claim, there is no need to address the likelihood of irreparable harm.


